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OFFICIAL DOCUMENT



To: All Applicants 

Re: HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience (tm) Apprenticeship Position Agreement 2019 

Thank you for your interest in becoming a potential apprentice of HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig 
Experience (tm)!  It is our pleasure to present the formal APPRENTICESHIP AGREEMENT with our 
studio for 2019. Please find below the complete, unabridged details of our program, with HERO HAIR, 
from our Human Resources department.

We have included, below, as much general, specific and robust information surrounding our 
apprenticeship program as possible in order to give you, the prospective future team member, the full 
range of what we offer in our custodianship of you, your continued education and your vast array of raw 
talents, as you enter the threshold of our studio and your immersion into the HERO HAIR way of custom 
wig creation for the cosplay, television and motion picture industries. 

It is our hope that this document serves to confirm all aspects discussed to date, during our initial 
screening process, as well as answers any outlying questions you may have around your apprenticeship 
under, connection to, and tutelage performed by our studio, our banner and our brand, HERO HAIR.

Erin and I want to express our sincerest admiration to you, the artist and student, whomever you 
may be, for approaching our studio and welcoming us into your trust. This craft, and its long 
history, dating back to antiquity, are yours to seize, to cultivate, to push forward…to curate.

Because that’s what this is. A curation of a time honored art-form that you are now the 
custodians of. 

Erin & Travis

Co-Founders, HERO HAIR



HERO HAIR

PAID APPRENTICESHIP 

PROGRAM:  
DETAILS & GUIDELINES 

The below table of contents will allow you to navigate our program, as it pertains to you, and we are here 
to answer any questions you may have whatsoever.

1. Our Studio 
2. Mission Statement 
3. History & Reputation 
4. Studio/Career Projections 
5. Apprenticeship Program Explained 
6. Opportunities 
7. TOA (Terms Of Agreement) 



1. Our Studio 
This area contains information about our general studio profile.

HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience  was founded in 2014 by ERIN KENNEDY LUNSFORD 
(IATSE Local 798/ member of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences), a more than 20 year 
veteran of hair, makeup and wig creation for stage and screen, and TRAVIS COWSILL, a more than 
25 year veteran of the television and motion picture industries, from storyboard artist to director of 
animation, to live-action productions, spanning the globe.

HERO HAIR was originally founded under two primary goals… 

1. Elevate, as well as educate, the craft of what is known as “cosplay” (the art of dress-up) by 
making accessible, and attainable, professional, near-movie-production-level custom wigs in order 
to crown (apply the wig) their (the Cosplayer’s) creation(s) above the neck. In short, elevating the 
quality of what the cosplay community had previously been used to, IE: utilizing readily available, 
generic, lesser-quality, less-realistic and less accurate wigs, and crowing their cosplays with the 
opposite, that which we provide. In effect, elevating the illusion by elevating the wig, itself, and 
adorning the cosplay with the crown it so richly deserves.

2. Elevate, as well as educate, the field of professional custom wig creation for feature film and 
television productions, within the entertainment industry, by making accessible, and attainable, 
higher production-quality wigs, at the forefront of their evolution, by our studio, than are currently 
produced, and/or that the industry had previously seen as the acceptable bar.

In order to facilitate these changes we saw as the next logical step in the evolution of the craft of 
wig-making, HERO HAIR committed to a complete, educated evaluation and deconstruction of all 
current examples of wigs ( from store-shelf, nameless corporation-fare, to other custom wigs 
currently being offered, in their respective genres), from cosplay to professional entertainment 
industry productions, on the market.



With the intent of affecting real change within these industries, by way of example, HERO HAIR set 
out to create a consistent, sustainable, exceptionally high-quality product-bar of custom wigs 
produced under our brand. Now, in our nearly 5 years, HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience 
(tm)  has become a successful, well known and well respected studio of those consistent results, and 
a company demonstrating constant, visible growth and pushing of the envelope in our specific 
industry; the industry we are spear-heading of continually evolving, high-production quality custom 
wigs, and carries a client satisfaction rate of 100%.

Our studio operates as a work for hire facility, each project being entirely unique from the last, and, 
carrying with them a host of (equally) unique challenges in bringing our client’s visions to life. Our 
client build schedule is, routinely, booked out a year or more, in advance, on a substantial waiting 
list with those timetables growing at an ever increasing rate and includes annual, uninterrupted 
production, within both arms (divisions) of our studio, covering Cosplayers and social media 
influencers, to television & feature film projects and beyond. Our theories, methodologies, materials 
and execution of the build process, itself, are state of the art, and at the vanguard of custom wig 
making in the 21st century.

2. Mission Statement 
This area contains information about our overall mission.

HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience (tm) has one primary mission…the elevation and 
education of the craft of custom wig making.

And, while having briefly stated this mantra earlier in the first area of this document, above, It is 
important to demonstrate what this statement means as specifically, and informatively, as we are 
able. It is our option that there is a currently accepted norm, or bar (if example is any indication) 
around wigs, on the whole, in each of the industries HERO HAIR is attempting to change for the 
better.

In countless, professionally shot images of Cosplayers, for example, featuring otherwise incredible 
(often completely hand-built) costume and character presentations, as well as in countless films and 
television series, alike, there is a discontinuity of visual, functional believability. within the current 
wig-status quo, ranging from overall appearance to more specific areas such as a visible forehead 
lace, to non-believable, or, one-note (lack of dimensionality) color blends, dyes or mixtures, hair 
quality, itself, and, the physically reproduced human-hairline (one of the most difficult aspects of wig 
making), and/or more, that are noticeable as existing in what is called “the uncanny valley”.



This is the psychological place of something being presented as believably, successfully human (or 
natural), while featuring some aspect, presented in the final execution of the illusion, in question, 
that is, unfortunately, not quite believably, successfully human, and serves to pull the viewer, or 
spectator, whatever the case may be, out of such an illusion, entirely, and left in a sense of natural 
revulsion as to what they are seeing.

In many unfortunate cases (take hard-front cosplay wigs for an example), the uncanny valley can 
result from a completely unsuccessful (or non-existent) attempt in the conveying of a natural, or 
hyper-realistic presentation. Even in the realm of the professional film and television production 
industries, and more fantastic fare (from such shows as Marvel’s “The Inhumans”, or in movies as 
unbelievable as “ The Avengers”), what should be obvious, preventable and critical issues with wigs 
persist (and increase in alarming regularity), making it onto the silver screen in a time of such 
scrutiny by the viewing public that they (those instances) are more and more, now, being noticed, 
discussed and introduced, robustly, into the public and pop culture lexicons not only by those in the 
professional wig industry, itself, but, also, in such areas as the all-important fan-base(s) involved 
within any given property imaginable. 

In short, wigs are a current, and increasingly, hot topic, and have had several examples of being 
called out in professional settings, fan-groups and in various, highly visible corners of the web, 
where the three industries covered in our mission statement are concerned, and converge, and 
when, and where, they (wigs), unfortunately, fail to do their job…that being completing the subject’s 
total, believable (what we at HERO HAIR call) “transformative illusion”(tm).

HERO HAIR ’s mission is not simply to change the status quo, where these situations are 
concerned, but, also, to implement actionable, accountable, preemptive changes and protocols 
reflecting, and anticipating, the new-industry standard and aesthetic we are working tirelessly to 
establish in order to ensure that the reverence, physical aptitudes and skill-sets necessary to 
maintain vigilance over the uncanny valley, in every corner of the industries and productions we deal 
with, are at the forefront of the entire professional custom wig-field (and industry) itself.

In Cosplay, HERO HAIR has done this with great, measurable success. Not only in a direct, 
calculable presence of ever-increasing, better quality wigs making their way onto the heads (and 
cosplays), and into the pro-photos of countless, often high-profile Cosplayers and their illusions, but, 
also, in seeing the near doubling of our own client roster each year, annually, as more and more 
Artisans of that craft hear our message and respond by making an inquiry.

In film and television, we are just beginning to get our message out, in much the same way we did 
when we started with Cosplay as our first salvo of change…leading, by example, by creating, one 
job at a time, the new industry-standard on several notable productions covered in the Our History

Area of this document.



The changes, mentioned to this point, here, are merely the aesthetic and, while certainly the most 
critical part of what we are trying to accomplish, in these varied industries which feature wigs as a 
transformative part of their respective illusions, and productions, serve to represent merely a fraction 
of further shifts in some areas we feel are in need of re-evaluation and re-thinking on film sets, 
around the world, and under every major motion picture and television studio banner where wigs 
are, as the rule, unable to be maintained (or touched) by the crafters who engineered them, we 
intend on introducing sweeping changes in how the entire department is calculated and run. 

Our approach is going back to a more accountable, accessible protocol for the various crews 
responsible for the creation of wigs, as well as facial hair (delegated to the makeup department, 
while still existing as a physical construct, and, while not the rule, often created by a wig maker), 
and how they are applied, and maintained, throughout a given production, by looking back to the 
days of industry giants like Max Factor, when he was merely an up in coming makeup artist, on set, 
responsible for creating but one key aspect of Lucille Ball’s full transformation into her screen Icon-
self, before going on to becoming one of the top 5 cosmetics companies in the world, and a literal 
brand of one over a multi-million dollar conglomerate which he built from the ground up.

We intend on asserting change by further, and continuously, shining the spotlight onto the results of 
what happens without it. Countless high budget productions, with the wig and hair departments 
often being the most de-valued by the time cameras finally roll, are in need of better representation 
within the union, better options including, but not limited to, more direct oversight and a real physical 
presence, on set, in conjunction with the hair department head, in order to maintain their (the wig 
maker’s) integral contribution to that of the actor’s total performance. 

We intend on introducing such concepts as delivering and maintaining a wig, in-style, camera ready, 
(exactly as we do for the cosplay division of our studio now) and being the official personnel, at least 
in concert under the department head, responsible for its appearance and maintenance on set.

With demonstrable theory and practically applied results, we intend on making every effort in a total 
re-vamping of the professional wig and hair industry, in film and television, from the ground up.

There is a saying…”One knows a good special effect when one doesn’t notice it’s there at all.”

The same mantra can be said for a good wig. Our best success is when it is never discussed, or 
noticed, for being exactly what it is; an illusion to fool you into thinking what you are seeing is 
absolutely real. Except, of course, when the credits roll. And we will attempt to affect real change 
there, as well, to make sure that they do, with the wig department and wig-studio’s name(s) in lights, 
as the rule, along side every crucial or ancillary name included in the end-crawl before the house 
comes up.

We intend to continue this professional stand demonstrated by HERO HAIR since 2014, in order to 
further advance the science and art of wig making into the 21st century and beyond. 



In its nearly 5 year history, HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience (tm) has become a well known, 
and, exceptionally respected studio of constant growth in our specific industry; the industry we are 
spear-heading of equally-exceptionally high-production quality custom wigs.

We have grown beyond our humble beginnings, at pace, annually, within every aspect of our global 
footprint, creating our wares for countless Cosplayers, around the world, as well as, now, creating 
our works, officially, under our newly minted, second phase-reality of our Feature Film & Television 
Division.  We have grown from an original team of two (2), to, now, nearly a dozen individuals, and 
counting, that make up the core infrastructure of HERO HAIR and our productions.

One wig, and one client at a time, in tandem with a unique, specifically executed social media and 
web presence, and a learned, meticulously applied knowledge base and science of the target 
demographics we would attempt to reach, our studio would very quickly become synonymous with 
excellence in the encompassing field(s) of custom wigs, as well as customer/client satisfaction. Put 
simply, excellence, across the board, would eventually become what HERO HAIR is known for. 

At the time of this writing, as a nearing full-service production studio (from wigs and facial hair, to the 
full range of production support including, but not limited to makeup, special FX prosthetics, 
wardrobe, photography and video production), HERO HAIR has met or exceeded all studio and 
company projections, annually, to date.

Our growth, as a global brand, has manifested exactly as planned, and remains squarely on target 
for our future predictions and projections as we expand our reach, and our footprint, into 2020 and 
beyond.

HERO HAIR has cultivated (or is currently cultivating) working relationships with some of the most 
established companies and production studios in the world. From 20th Century fox (where HERO 
HAIR built several of the featured performance wigs for the characters known as “The Oddities”), to 
Puppet Heap Studios (the creators of the Muppets and Muppet babies, under Disney, for whom 
HERO HAIR built the wig for “Baby Piggy”), our brand has become increasingly visible on the 
production radar.

We are recommended on professional entertainment industry group forums and within established 
industry circles, for our work, and are reached out to constantly by ever increasingly interested 
companies, studios and individuals, as we are continuously approached for larger and more diverse 
contracts.

3. History & Reputation 
This area contains information about our studio’s hard-won history and professional standing in the 
various industries we orbit.



HERO HAIR ’s history and reputation are those of absolute transparency, accountability and 
approachability, while still maintaining confidentiality and appropriate business decorum during 
production. We have created a readily assessable studio footprint by our business model- the 
constant, outwardly recognizable and verifiable creation and curation of our wares, our clients and 
our affiliates, and partnerships, in a real-time, multi-faceted visual record of our history and 
operations to date, via our highly respected social media accounts, specifically, our main platform, 
and how we built our entire company for its first few years, Instagram.

Several days a week, we open the virtual doors of our studio on our social media in order to throw 
the full spectrum of light upon what we do, whom we are doing it for ( where confidentiality allows) 
how we do it ( again, allowing for our own confidentiality and a few trade secrets and trademarked, 
proprietary methodologies) and why.

We do not pretend (or portend) to be anything but what we are- an incredibly hard-working studio 
with a dream, and the commitment to carry it to its end-game reality.

HERO HAIR is deeply entrenched, and vested, in the Cosplay community and our commitment to 
that industry of fandom has been what has brought us to the point we are today, and should not be 
underestimated as to it’s importance, or power, in the world of pop culture, production and our 
business. Our personal ties to our clients, through our extensive curation process of them through 
our working relationships, as their professional wig-creators and crew, have made HERO HAIR one 
of the most respected entities in fandom.

Through those Cosplayer-client relationships (while always maintained with our steadfast 
professionalism), often becoming, to a basic degree, personal, to the very personal, indeed, our 
studio has cultivated a safe-space for Cosplayers to flourish and thrive in their ongoing creative 
efforts. Through these relationships, we have branched out into our own ways of supporting the 
(cosplay) community, proper, at it’s most vulnerable, in such ways as sponsorship of other media 
entities such as the GEEK KIND Coscast, a podcast devoted to the positive spotlighting of 
Cosplayers, and the hot button issues that face them in the community such as bullying, social 
anxiety, brand building, and beyond.

HERO HAIR ’s history and reputation was hard won. Each year, we make our visible footprint 
further known, outside of our regular social media content, by our countless public appearances, 
promoting our brand by featuring our clients in our wares, during live exhibitions and crew-calls, 
traveling out of state to provide their fittings for their custom wigs from our studio, and our ever 
evolving sponsorships and partnerships, with promotors of comic cons and public events, around 
the country (and soon to be around the world). But, our brand is known, primarily, for what we have 
established as the absolute bar of our business…the total commitment to client care we offer that no 
other company or studio can.



We invite you to visit the BEYOND THE SALE page of our website for our full client care information 
at the following link…https://www.herohair.com/what-comes-with-your-custom-piece .

4. Studio/Career Projections 
This area contains information about our studio’s short and long term projections, and career 
opportunities under our banner.

HERO HAIR, if our history is any indication, is a studio of constant growth, evolution and 
opportunity.

Our current projections, using our past achievements as a control factor, are in line with our outward 
goals, as presented within this document. At all times, our studio is formulating the framework of 
potential partnerships, on multiple levels, of those whom we seek business from, and, as an organic 
result, a long-lasting, impactful working relationship with.

In 5 short years HERO HAIR has become the premiere custom wig company in the world for 
cosplay, using a strategic plan of attack and follow-through, on every custom piece created, it’s 
curation with our esteemed clientele, and their transformative presentations before the eyes of the 
fandom during their appearances and premieres.

5-10 years from now, our sights are set on the next logical phase of our efforts, establishing 
ourselves as the premiere custom wig studio in the world for feature film and television.

Between these two divisions, both already in operation (our listable credits, not currently under 
confidentiality, may be found on the FEATURE FILM & TELEVISION DIVISION link, located on the 
landing page at www.herohair.com ), HERO HAIR has laid the groundwork for not only our constant 
momentum forward, and our organic transition into the upper echelons of the entertainment industry, 
but new and unique further evolutions into products featuring the HERO HAIR logo and brand.

10 years from now, with everything we are currently, actively pursuing, or will be open to pursuing, in 
the future, HERO HAIR stands to achieve the status of a multi-million dollar company. 

During our ascent into the next 10 years, our studio will grow in direct result to the talented 
individuals we are fortunate enough to incorporate into its body, and beneath its umbrella. Those 
unique individuals and their career paths are of critical importance to us, not merely with respect to 
the growing of our brand, capabilities, and production capacity, but, also, because we are only as 
good as the sum of our collective parts. This studio has the potential to become so much larger than 
the art and the artistic product we create. Those who choose to join us on this journey face a future 
of unending, long-term possibilities, making their unique gifts an integral part of HERO HAIR, and, in 
every sense of the statement, their careers of their own making.

http://www.herohair.com
https://www.herohair.com/what-comes-with-your-custom-piece
https://www.herohair.com/what-comes-with-your-custom-piece
http://www.herohair.com


5. Apprenticeship Program Explained 
This area contains information about our paid apprenticeship program with our studio.

HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience (tm) is growing. Our current studio commissions are at an 
all time high, and we have opened our paid professional apprenticeship program to new applicants 
for our 2019 training session. The HERO HAIR method of custom wig creation is unlike any other 
studio in existence, 

The below information will describe, in full detail, the program itself, timetables for completion before 
becoming a full studio member and resident artist under our brand, and specific rates of pay for this 
12 month intensive, under our founder and head wig designer and fabricator, ERIN KENNEDY 
LUNSFORD.

GENERAL PROGRAM DETAILS - A. Your Instructors

HERO HAIR is an entity, brand and establishment which operates as a full service, professional 
wig-production studio of artists that takes private commissions, on a job by job basis (private 
contracts), for the creation of custom made wigs for cosplay, and Cosplayers, worldwide, as well as 
a contract-based studio that builds custom wigs, hairpieces and facial hair for the motion picture and 
television industry under similar guidelines. 

HERO HAIR is owned and operated by our founder & head wig designer and fabricator, ERIN 
KENNEDY LUNSFORD (a member of the local wig and hair artists union of motion pictures and 
television-IATSE Local 798, and member of the Academy of television Arts & Sciences), one of the 
top working wig and hair professionals in the motion picture television industry, today, as well as, 
formerly, the regional and Broadway stage. Erin directs every aspect of the process of HERO 
HAIR’s custom wig creation for, both, cosplay, as well as that of contracts for television and film, 
and physically constructs, and/or provides the full finishing work for many of the custom pieces we 
create, for those clients, personally.

Erin, additionally, manages any and all studio projects, as well as the education, function and 
abilities/skill-sets of staff/team members, or, hired contractors, working for us via satellite, and/or, in-
house staff of HERO HAIR. She is, dually, directly responsible for, and conducts all aspects of, our 
extensive client-support protocols and all professional wig-training, post-commission, that the client 
may require.

Erin serves as the direct supervisor of all persons under our studio. This includes her functioning in 
a continuous, and, at all times-assumed, mentorship/supervisory role in their (artists) time working 
for HERO HAIR, on a per-contract basis, either, physically at our studio, or, via satellite, as well as 
any apprentices or artists in residency, within our roster, who function as work experience-based 
team members, and their on-going training as up-in-coming wig and hair artists, proper. 

Erin’s history, in this professional craft, spans nearly 2 decades and her reputation is amongst the 
highest in the industries mentioned, in those of her professional circles, and, in those of her peer’s. 
She has worked personally with, and/or, for, top industry talent from Martin Scorsese, Adam Driver, 
Keanu Reeves, Ben Stiller and Michael J. Fox, to Academy Award winners Robert Redford, Angela 
Lansbury, and Academy Award nominee Kathleen Turner, among countless others, and for industry 
studios, in an official role as hair and wig artist, on countless productions, from studios such as 20th 
Century Fox, Hulu, Apple, ABC, SONY Films, and Marvel entertainment.



Erin’s credits, character and exceptional reputation, and profile, in the aforementioned industries, 
cannot be understated and are included here in order to benefit of the proper lens with which to 
examine her role as apprenticeship program supervisor of HERO HAIR.

Under Erin’s specifically executed educational platform, our apprentices will learn the unique 
methodologies and approach to creating a HERO HAIR custom wig (as well as facial hair), 
including, but not limited to, ventilation on HD film-lace, the difference between HD synthetic and 
standard synthetic hair, as it pertains to our use, custom HD synthetic and natural hair-dying, 
foundation construction, specific ventilation direction of hair along the dinea, according to our HAIR 
DIRECTIONAL GROWTH PATTERN-PLOTTING tm (patent pending) stencils, creating hyper-
realistic, screen accurate reproduction hairless following our trademarked HERO-HAIRLINE tm 
(patent pending) stencils, general wig-theory in the 21st century and how to create the overall 
HERO HAIR established aesthetic, as well as the operation of a working production studio.

The secondary supervisor of our program is HERO HAIR co-founder & creative director, TRAVIS 
COWSILL a professional entertainment industry artist of nearly 30 years.

 A Veteran 25 year Story Artist for television and feature film animation houses from Disney, 
to Warner Bros, Marvel, and beyond, who has worked the full range of animation positions on shows 
ranging from "Johnny Bravo" to "Ed, Edd n' Eddy" & "The Venture Bros.", as well as a veteran at the 
original Burbank, Ca feature film studio, Don Bluth Animation on productions such as 
“Thumbellina”, and Director at the prestigious former animation powerhouse, Studio B 
Productions (Now DHX Media), Travis now commits his vast array of talents to HERO HAIR: The 
REEL Wig Experience (tm) under several hats.

First and foremost, co-founder of HERO HAIR itself with his Partner ERIN KENNEDY LUNSFORD. 
 
In addition to having a direct supervisory role of all wig and hair visual continuity and design 
implementation (and screen accuracy), Travis is also directly responsible for all visual aspects of 
the HERO HAIR brand from product and site photography and creation, to full video production, 
image editing, and our entire platform of content creation on our social media, from Instagram to 
Facebook and beyond.

HERO HAIR’s business model of absolute transparency was Travis’s grand vision for the brand and, 
to date, has proven successful within every corner of our company, bringing us to where we are 
today.

While Erin’s educational efforts, with regard to our apprentices, and team, serves as the primary 
platform for our program, Travis’s contributions to thew total curriculum cannot be understated. 
Travis’s direct oversight and training, under our apprenticeship program, includes, but is not limited 
to, the study, understanding (and translation) of screen accuracy and replication, as they pertain to 
custom wigs and facial hair, color theory and general application, lighting and it’s cumulative, 
positive, as well as its, often, adverse affects on some of the key aspects of both our product and 
photography, creation of our trademarked “HERO-HAIRLINE” (tm) (patent pending) as well as our 
trademarked “HAIR DIRECTIONAL GROWTH PATTERN-PLOTTING” (tm) (patent pending), and the 
general theory of HERO HAIR.

GENERAL PROGRAM DETAILS - B. Curriculum and Assessment

HERO HAIR’s apprenticeship program is not an internship. There are no guarantees of permanent 
placement or artistic/or proficient aptitudes by the completion of our 12 month cycle, though they 
(those sights) are at very heart of the reasoning of our efforts, with regard to those who choose to 
journey with our studio, under our tutelage, in furthering the applicant’s career with us, designed to 
bring them, through real-world, applied, hands-on experience, into our permanent core team of 
working artists under the HERO HAIR studio and brand.



We hope not merely a select few, but ALL of the current applicants, being reviewed by HERO HAIR 
make it into our permanent team, and move forward with us, as our company continues its projected 
growth into the areas covered previously in this agreement.

The specifics of our program are as follows…

The HERO HAIR apprenticeship program lasts approximately 12 months ( though those timetables 
may be adjusted given the specific applicant progress), with annual assessments of the individual’s 
progress at 3, 6 and 9 month intervals, with a written report of their current grade and aptitude, as 
well as implementing any adjustments or modifications to their individual curriculum and training 
which may, at time of those assessments, fall short of expected progress to date.

Equally, and perhaps more important, at each annual assessment, our instructors will also evaluate 
the apprentice with regard to making note of expected, to exceptional, progress having been met 
and address potential, faster placement into full-team status (known as artist in-residency), if that 
presents itself as the obvious result, or option, of their progress, to date. 

The program, itself, covers all specific examples, previously given in this agreement, as well as, and 
including, but not limited to, off-site training during our nation-wide client and product exhibitions at 
comic cons and event spaces, where HERO HAIR functions as a mobile, interactive-with-the-public 
wig production crew, providing our clients with what we call the REEL wig experience, where we 
also, often, travel out of state in order to provide their fittings (wherever possible) for a select 
number of our esteemed clients, in person, as their professional wig crew, even at this mid-stage of 
production of their custom piece(s).

GENERAL PROGRAM DETAILS - C. Your pay under our apprenticeship program.

HERO HAIR ’s apprenticeship program is fully paid, providing a livable income within the 
state of New York. We are one of the few entities in the United States which offers a 
comprehensive, stabilizing income with which to draw from, during your extensive, continued 
education and real-world application of your evolving skill-sets, with our studio, specifically, the 
period of approximately 12 months which make up the total hours needed for completion in order to 
join our studio permanently, under our artist in residency protocols.

In addition to the required 20 weekly hours that make up the bulk of your (paid) apprenticeship, you 
will also benefit from additional income opportunities offered by us, and a full work week 
schedule up to an average of 40-50 hours, with enough paid-by-project assignments, should you 
choose to take advantage of the constant, regular and reliable flow of current work on our 2019 
schedule, as well as influx of new business occurring each moth which add to our nearly year-long 
client waiting list of production, already booked, at the time of this writing, half-way into 2020, to 
earn your livable wage.

On average, and taking advantage of the constant supervised work provided by our studio, 
HERO HAIR apprentices may earn up to an approximated rate, as described above, and in 
the below program’s pay breakdown, of $650.00 per week.

Below is our apprenticeship program’s pay scale and general breakdown. This breakdown is subject 
to change as we add even more clients and client business to each year’s production schedule…



Apprenticeship Base Rates & Hours
The following are the required physical hours for our apprenticeship program, and rates of pay for 
each category.

Required hours per week for apprenticeship: 
20 hrs.

Weekly apprenticeship pay (stipend):
$150.00 (paid 3-5 business days from turn-in of time sheet).

Travel stipend, via monthly Metro-Card (provided):
$130.00 (provided upon expiration of each month’s current card).

Weekly bonus for completion of 20 hr (per week) 
apprenticeship hours: $50.00 (paid 3-5 business days from turn-in of 
time sheet).

*Conventions and out of studio crew-calls BONUS PAY:
$50.00 per work-day (paid 7-10 business days from turn-in of time 
sheet). *This rate and schedule of pay includes traveling with us as crew for fittings, which are 
the same as Con at $50/day. For all other independently assigned tasks, not-crew, such as out of 
town fittings, where we coordinate our clients around a studio representative’s coincidental 
presence in-state, and/or location there, an hourly rate of $18.75/hr for actual work (which is not 
paid in addition to normal apprenticeship hours needed for completion each week) will be provided, 
and paid, as well, within 7-10 business days from turn in of time sheet.

Apprenticeship supplemental work rates

The following are the available, supplemental work rates on a project by project basis, 
rounding out the total monies available to be earned each week ($650.00), under our 
apprenticeship program, with our studio. These pay scales are based on goal-average time 
at the apprenticeship (non-professional) rate, as assigned by our studio, commiserate with 
experience. 

The terms used below are those which describe various aspects of the total construction of 
a custom wig, facial hair application or hairpiece application.





Apprenticeship supplemental work 
pay schedule(s) 

Paid 7-10 business days from turn-in of time sheet.

Apprenticeship guarantee of work

The above, available, supplemental (additional) work (itself) and rates, on a project-by-
project basis, rounding out the total monies available to be earned each week ($650.00), 
under our apprenticeship program, with our studio, are stable and reliable. These pay scales 
are based on the availability of the constantly present work within our Brooklyn NY location. 

All applicants/apprentices should feel comfortable and confident of the availability of work, 
at all times, in order to earn and accumulate their full potential pay offered under our 
program. We are continually booked (blacked out) upwards of a year in advance, with an ever 
increasing client waiting list.



6. Opportunities 
This area contains information about our furthering your career, after your apprenticeship has been 
completed within our studio.

HERO HAIR: The REEL Wig Experience (tm)  has opened its doors with our apprenticeship 
program, specifically, in order to lead, for those successful, into long-term permanent placement as 
an official HERO HAIR team member with full professional industry scale pay (on our standard, 
project by project basis) commiserate with experience. As your experience with us grows, so will 
your pay scale, annually.

Each applicant into our apprenticeship program stands to become an integral, permanent part of an 
ever growing, recognized, and highly respected studio, company and brand. While our 
apprenticeship program, itself, serves to provide a thoroughly covered generalist-approach to our 
product and our production(s), each specific skill-set mastered becomes that much more enriched 
by the apprentice's contribution to the evolution of our methodologies themselves.

In short, we, as a studio, become stronger by the company we keep.

It is with this in mind that we leave our career placement and creation, with those under our 
umbrella, open to interpretation. By completing our apprenticeship program, any of our permanent 
team members have the opportunity not only to become key artists in a specific skill set and 
position, but, to, in fact, help create what that position will eventually become, unique to them, and 
to their preferred focus under HERO HAIR.

Through their growth within our studio, for however long or short a time that may be, our artists and 
team members will have the opportunity to work along side some of the most talented, sought after 
working artists in their respective fields. They will also benefit of high-profile projects ranging from 
cosplay to feature film and television.

The terms of agreement with HERO HAIR are very specific, and designed to protect not only our 
rights and interests, where our brand is concerned, but, yours as well, as a team member, 
apprentice to permanent artist. Please read the following thoroughly before committing to our studio.

 

Proprietary Rights & Use Of Likeness  
Guidelines/Release Statement  

1. HERO HAIR reserves the right to benefit of our work through proprietary ownership 
of all product & client-retention, and promotion, surrounding your presence in our 
studio, and under our brand.


6. TOA (Terms Of Agreement) 
This area contains information about our paid apprenticeship program’s TOA with our studio.



Proprietary ownership, by HERO HAIR, of all product ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the 
custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece 
application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE), 
created under our apprenticeship program, as well as under our permanent artist in residency 
continuation protocols, and full team-member association is assumed, and includes, but is not 
limited to, any visual (Imagery and/or video), written or auditory presentations and/or depictions, in 
our public portfolios, physical image-banners and other advertising media, at our public exhibitions 
(both in print and in digital form), independent (of the client) posts, and direct client-posts on our 
social media pages (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc., and any and all unforeseen future social 
media platforms), inclusions on our website’s digital page-banners and product image & video 
galleries, on public online-forums, as well as in digital and/or traditional telecommunications (mail, 
email, chat and/or video conferencing communications), at any point, at any time, at our discretion, 
and in perpetuity, via the following…


A) Behind the scenes imagery and video documentation, video teasers, full-length featurettes, and/
or educational, advertisement and documentary productions, created by our studio, of the work, 
itself (as described above, physically applied to/ worn by the client, or in any WIP state). This also 
includes, unless otherwise specified or arranged, any imagery or video obtained directly from, or 
created by, our studio, from any and all HERO HAIR client-video consultations (Skype), and/or 
photographed, in-studio or long-distance fittings and crownings (applications) of the custom piece 
itself. 


This includes the use of the apprentice’s/team-member’s likeness, if present in such 
depictions or audio recordings, in order to promote our brand and services. 

*Please note, in circumstances where team member’s actual identity, due to concerns regarding potential 
future-occupations, military service, or, where other considerations are in play, or are a factor in our cross-
promotion of you, as a member of our studio, HERO HAIR will make every effort to curtail our protocols in order 
to satisfy confidentiality or anonymity concerns as to your online profile(s).  

B) Final portfolio imagery and video documentation, video teasers, full-length featurettes, and/or 
educational, advertisement and documentary productions, created by our studio, of the work itself 
( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair 
application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE 
PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE). This includes, unless otherwise specified or arranged, any 
imagery or video obtained directly from, or created by any and all specific, HERO HAIR-
coordinated client photo-shoots, and/or shoots executed directly by HERO HAIR, by our own 
cameras and/or with the various photographers we work with, at Comic Cons, our public 
exhibitions or instances of documented crownings (applications), by same, of the custom piece 
itself applied to (worn by) the client for their cosplay.


 This includes the use of the apprentice’s/team-member’s likeness, if present in such 
depictions or audio recordings, in order to promote our brand and services. 

*Please note, in circumstances where team member’s actual identity, due to concerns regarding potential 
future-occupations, military service, or, where other considerations are in play, or are a factor in our cross-
promotion of you, as a member of our studio, HERO HAIR will make every effort to curtail our protocols in order 
to satisfy confidentiality or anonymity concerns as to your online profile(s).




C) Independent custom reproductions of the same or similar design, from the same or similar 
publicly available source reference ( known as the character/actor/film reference) or via presented-
by-the-client-source reference, culled during R&D, for the purposes of this build ( known as the 
wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the 
custom hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT 
PRODUCTION-TITLE) by our studios, for the purposes of the creation of the same make/model of 
our work (as described above) as it relates to future (present or past) client inquiries, of the same or 
similar results; IE, duplicate-commissioned, screen accurate custom cosplay wigs, facial hair 
applications and/or hairpiece applications from our studio for additional clients.


D) Exclusive, continued, ongoing correspondence, regarding our product ( known as the wig, the 
custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom 
hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-
TITLE), with current, past and additional prospective future clients, already in communications with 
our studio via our inquiries process, about similar or identical pieces, of the same or similar source 
( known as the character/actor/film reference) as described above. IE: the exclusive rights to our 
client pool, or prospective future client pool, already in contact in the preliminary phase of inquiry, 
no matter the stage, surrounding all product known as HERO HAIR, and/or, as described above 
remains that of our studio.


2. HERO HAIR assumes the right to benefit of our work through exclusivity of 2nd-
party, client-shared/reposted social media content product & client-promotion 
surrounding your custom piece. 

Exclusivity, by our studio, of 2nd-party, shared/reposted social media promotion of our work 
( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair 
application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE 
PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE) includes, but is not limited to, any visual (Imagery and/or video), 
written or auditory presentations and/or depictions of our work, as applied to the client in-cosplay, 
with the content originating directly from the client, as a 1st-party, via HERO HAIR, acting as a 2nd-
party, with regard to our shared/reposted social media instances (posts) of that content on our 
various social media pages (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc., and any and all unforeseen future 
social media platforms, or those of our affiliates), on public online-forums, in the form as originally 
presented by the client (the 1st-party) on their social media pages (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, 
etc., and any and all unforeseen future social media platforms), as well as in digital or traditional 
telecommunications (mail, email, chat and/or video conferencing communications), at any point, at 
any time, at our discretion, and in perpetuity, of the work itself via the following…


A) Reposts & shares, via HERO HAIR and from the client, of any final portfolio imagery and video 
documentation, video teasers, full-length featurettes, and/or educational, advertisement and 
documentary productions, created by our studio, and subsequently delivered to the client, by our 
studio or by our any and all photographers involved in the image(s) or video(s) in question, that 
HERO HAIR provided/coordinated, for their (the client’s) social media content profile, of the work 
itself ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom piece, the work and/or THE HOOKED 
SEA-FERRER). This includes, unless otherwise specified and/or arranged, any imagery or video 
obtained directly from, or created by any and all HERO HAIR client photo-shoots, specifically 
coordinated and/or executed by HERO HAIR, with the various photographers we work with, at 
Comic Cons, our public exhibitions or instances of documented crownings (applications) of the 
custom piece itself to the client for their cosplay. 




This includes the exclusive use of the client-likeness in order to promote our brand and 
services. 

B) Exclusivity of reposts & shares, via HERO HAIR,  from the client, of any final portfolio imagery 
and/or video documentation, video teasers, full-length featurettes, and/or educational, 
advertisement and documentary productions, NOT created by our studio, *but by any and all 
independent photographers involved in the image(s) or video(s) production and creation with the 
client. 


This exclusivity to cross promote our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom 
cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the 
custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE), via HERO HAIR, 
reposts and shares, of any HERO HAIR client post which features our work ( as described above), 
applied to/worn by the client, in-cosplay, on our own social media, will include any appropriate 
credits the client would like to have included, as well as their original post-text and credits 
(photographer) intact, as depicted in the original post, with a small lead-in, separated by a line of 
demarkation above the original post-text, added by our studio, to describe the work involved by 
HERO HAIR. 


This includes the exclusive use of the client-likeness in order to promote our brand and 
services. 

3. HERO HAIR assumes the right to benefit of our work through appropriate crediting, 
of our work, created under our studio banner, during any phase of your presence 
within our studio, when/if posted, independently or via reposts and shares, with our 
direct approval and permissions, by any team-member to their social media. 

Appropriate crediting of our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, 
the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, 
the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE) specifically includes the basic depiction 
of our preferred method of visually-definable (legible) crediting of HERO HAIR, for our work, in your 
approved posts and reposts, or shares, every time, and in any and all visual (Imagery and/or video), 
written or auditory presentations and/or depictions, on all of your social media platforms that you 
choose to share us on (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc., and any and all unforeseen future social 
media platforms), via the following…


HERO HAIR’s primary, preferred credit is:  

Instagram:  Custom wig created and styled by @officialherohair  

Facebook: Custom wig created and styled by @officialherohair  
(Note- Facebook sometimes chooses to recognize our hyperlink as @official hero hair. You may 
have to back-track and try both to make sure the link is active and prompted as HERO HAIR. 

Twitter: Custom wig created and styled by @OFCLherohair 

VERO: Custom wig created and styled by HERO HAIR 



This primary, single credit that we ask for, on your social media, as HERO HAIR team-members, is 
how we get our business…through word of mouth, and, as a result of not only creating our custom 
pieces, but also curating them, and our clients, over their (piece’s) lifetime, through our extended 
client-services protocols. 


We cannot stress enough the importance of not, merely, always including our credit (rather than a 
tag, we prefer this inclusion visibly in your post, where it will be seen) in your approved social 
media posts, but, that it also be placed in a readily visible area where it will not be lost 
amongst other text, hashtag stacks, or the like. 

For your convenience, and example, we have included both a pasted text-example of a 
typical client post for social media, featuring our credit, as well as a corresponding visual 
example jpeg series below. We prefer this format when we have approved posts, re-posts or 
shares by our team.


HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA CREDITING 

FORMAT TEXT EXAMPLES… 

YOUR IMAGE HERE


Main body text of your post goes here. Obviously you 
can write whatever you want about your image, your  
amazing appearances, and upcoming info for your many 
followers and fans. However you generally write your posts,  
whether you space things out, using paragraph separations 
or not, it all goes here. If you choose to credit your photographer 
 ( you always should) we have no say as to where that goes,  
but most of our clients list it in the credits area with ours, as  
depicted below. 

. (large dot to separate our credit from your main text body) 
Custom wig created & styled by @officialherohair 
Photo by @photographer 
(3 to 5 small dashes, stacked to separate our credit from your main text body) 
- 
- 
- 
Your hashtags go here, away from our credits, separated, as depicted, by 3-5 dashes 
(dash, return, dash, return, etc), to stack them, that way our credit is not grouped next to, 
and/or lost in the hashtags. It takes an extra moment to make the effort, but is appreciated 
by us. Our 5 hashtags we would like included, amongst your preferred that you use, are 



#herohair #customwig #cosplaywig #crownyourcosplay #transformativeillusion 

HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA CREDITING  

CORRECT FORMAT IMAGE EXAMPLE… 



Your post formatting should resemble this, with our credits and hashtags included as 
shown… 

Your efforts, here, above, with the paragraph, and our credits, separated away from 
hashtags, avoids the incorrect alternative, as depicted below… 



Your efforts, here, above, with the paragraph, and our credits, separated away from 
hashtags, avoids the incorrect alternative, as depicted below… 

HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA CREDITING  
INCORRECT FORMAT IMAGE EXAMPLE…




 



Or, sometimes, worse, separating our credit by placing it within the hashtags, 
themselves, away from your post entirely, where your followers are likely to miss… 

HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA CREDITING  
INCORRECT FORMAT IMAGE EXAMPLE…






Or, the worst, worst-worse, taking the time to make a detailed post, and not crediting 
us at all… 

HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA CREDITING  
INCORRECT FORMAT IMAGE EXAMPLE…





CREDITING EXCEPTIONS 

Some of our clients, again, here for example purposes for our apprentices and team 
member’s posts, choose to incorporate our credit within the text body of the post itself…IE- 
“Special thanks, as always to @officialherohair for creating & styling my custom wig”, 
or similar mentions. In these instances, we appreciate the mention and you may disregard 
the main crediting format instructions, but, please remember to include our 5 main hashtags, 
as listed above. 

For your Facebook posts, etc., we have no format-requests, other than to please make 
sure to credit us in the main visible scroll-field, and that our hyperlink is active, as 
depicted below. We do not require our hashtags to be included on any social media 
platform, other than Instagram… 

YOUR IMAGE HERE


Main body text of your post goes here. Obviously you 
can write whatever you want about your image. 

Custom wig created and styled by @officialherohair  
(which should activate the hyperlink as you type, and prompt you to paste/click as HERO HAIR) 

For your Twitter posts, etc., we have no requests other than to please make sure to 
credit us in the main visible field, as depicted below. Again, we do not require our 
hashtags to be included here… 

YOUR IMAGE HERE


Main body text of your post goes here. Obviously you 
can write whatever you want about your image. 

Custom wig created and styled by @OFCLherohair 

 



HERO HAIR  
INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA  

CLIENT-REPOST/CROSS-PROMOTION  
& CREDITING… 

Spotlighting and appropriate crediting of YOUR work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the 
custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), 
the custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE), by us, as originally 
posted (by you) to your own social media platforms, while featuring work done by you within our 
studio, or at any of our traveling exhibitions, fittings, etc, via re-posts to our social media, is not only 
a thank you for your service to us, and an effort to cross-promote your incredible efforts in the art of 
wig making, but serves, also, as part of our marketing business-model for our brand. 

As with our own request for credits, for our own work, to be depicted (listed) in a pristine format, on 
your social media, HERO HAIR specifically includes the basic depiction of our preferred method of 
visually-definable (legible) crediting of the client, in any and all re-posts or shares, by us, from your 
feed(s), to our social media spotlight re-posts and shares of you, as a team member. We, 
additionally, make sure to preserve, in our re-posts and shares, all original post-text and information, 
as included, by you, in your original post, in the body of our own.


HERO HAIR will, however, additionally, include (separated by two distinct lines of demarkation) in 
our re-post, to the body of your original text, a small lead-in describing you as our team member and 
your official capacity with us, wherever appropriate, a personalized descriptor around the event of 
the photo or video, itself, and the reason for the share, followed by a closing tag for our website and 
two of our signature hashtags. 

The below image example, of a typical client Instagram/social media re-post, which will be identical 
to yours as a team member, will give you a firm understanding of how we credit our clients whenever 
we share them from their own, independent posts, on our various social media platforms.


NOTE: Unfortunately, our client, in the below image example(s), forgot to credit us in our 
requested visual format, for our specific work (instead, including a cursory thank-you, which, 
while appreciated, does not tell the viewer specifically why we are being thanked, or what our 
contribution to her cosplay was-Ie: the creation of her custom wig), in their original post, but, 
we have included it (the post) as a visual example, nonetheless, of the lengths we go to when 
we cross-promote our clients for their work, in the art of cosplay, while wearing their HERO 
HAIR custom piece… 



INSTAGRAM & SOCIAL MEDIA  
CLIENT-REPOST/CROSS-PROMOTION  

& CREDITING IMAGE EXAMPLE…









SOCIAL MEDIA IN CLOSING. 

Appropriate crediting of our work( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay wig, the 
custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the custom piece, the work 
and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE), as demonstrated above in these examples, is important 
to remember when planning your social media posts, specifically Instagram, where there is a finite (limited) 
amount of space with which to construct your message to you followers in your text-blocks.


As fluent social media uses, ourselves, we are painfully aware of these limitations, and know just how 
frustrating it can be to say everything we wish, within the confines of the limited characters and space 
available, in order to make that perfect post.


Please take this into account when posting to your social media, specifically, again, to Instagram ( and in 
some cases, Twitter), by planning your text-blocks accordingly in which to incorporate our credits for your 
productions (and our productions by you) from our studio.


For our re-posts and shares, HERO HAIR will adjust our lead-in text, on a per-post basis, in order to 
accommodate longer original post text from your feeds, but, must have enough room in which to provide 
at least a basic lead-in of a few lines of text describing our work and your details featured. 

We thank you, in advance, for your understanding and cooperation. 

WHY OUR CREDIT, ITSELF, IS SO SPECIFIC. 

Appropriate crediting of our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom piece, the work 
and/or “The Galactic Farm Boy: The Return” )  in its requested wording, Custom wig created & styled 
by @officialherohair, is not only your followers way of a complete understanding of exactly what we do, 
where your custom piece is concerned, but also provides HERO HAIR with total control over what has 
been, from our first days of our existence, arguably one of the most important part of our business model, 
and representation of our studio, and its face, to the public…transparency. 

That transparency provides the public, and our followers, an immutable trust with which to view our work, 
as demonstrated by us by our content via our website, our correspondence with potential clients, upon an 
inquiry, our respected social media presence, and, as well as our physical wares, produced under our 
brand. 


By stating, on your social media, the total physical work performed by our studio, on your custom piece, 
rather than a more open-to-interpritation approach to crediting (such as alternate, less-accurate and less-
inclusive wordage as “Wig by @officialherohair” or, “Custom wig by @officialherohair” would be 
examples), you help us, not only, operate with the transparency and total commitment to factual 
information, by example, we are known for, educate your followers as to our specific work in crowning 
your cosplay, and your transformative illusion, but, also, avoid public confusion as to what we actually 
do…IE: HERO HAIR fully creating & styling your custom piece, vs, merely, building the core wig, itself, 
and relying on 2nd or 3rd-parties for its styling, and vise versa.



4. HERO HAIR reserves the right to benefit of our work through proprietary ownership 
of all product (intellectual and physical) created by our studio, proper. 

Exclusivity, by our studio, of our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom cosplay 
wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the custom 
piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE) includes, but is not limited to, any 
and all creations done for, and/or under, the HERO HAIR brand.


This exclusivity carries over to the non-allowance of creation, by the apprentice/team member, 
while directly under our employ, and attached to our studio, of the same or similar pieces, or works 
for commission. In short, HERO HAIR apprentices/team members may not create custom works, 
for commission, independently of the HERO HAIR brand, while under contract with our studio. Any 
of the same or similar works, created by the apprentice/team member, for private commissions, 
independently of our studio, become the property of HERO HAIR.


5. HERO HAIR reserves the right to benefit of our work through proprietary ownership 
of all direct applications of our trademarked (patent pending or otherwise) theories, 
methodologies and course curriculums created by our studio, proper. 

Exclusivity, and ownership, by our studio, of our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the 
custom cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece 
application(s), the custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE) 
includes, but is not limited to, any and all applied theories, methodologies and curriculums used 
under our various training programs, such as “THE HERO-HAIRLINE” (tm), “HAIR DIRECTIONAL 
GROWTH PATTERN PLOTTING” (tm), and any and all instructed processes specifically taught 
under HERO HAIR. 


This exclusivity carries over to the non-allowance of creation, by the apprentice/team member, 
while directly under our employ, and attached to our studio, or, in the event of departing our 
studio’s contract and employ, of the same or similar direct applications of our trademarked (patent 
pending or otherwise) theories, methodologies and course curriculums created by our studio, 
proper, on their own independent productions, pieces, or works, for commission. In short, HERO 
HAIR apprentices/team members may not create such custom works for commission, as 
described above, independently of the HERO HAIR brand, while no longer under contract with our 
studio. 


Any of the same or similar works, featuring the above (proprietary) stipulated theories, 
methodologies and course curriculums, created by our studio, duplicated by the apprentice/team 
member, or, former apprentice/team member, independently of our studio, after their contract has 
ended and they are no longer under our employ, are the property of HERO HAIR in perpetuity, and 
throughout the known universe.


All direct applications of our trademarked (patent pending or otherwise) theories, 
methodologies and course curriculums created by our studio, should be considered 
confidential, and non-transferable, for the creation of works similar or identical to 
ours. 



6. HERO HAIR reserves the right to benefit of our work through proprietary ownership 
of all imagery, video or other content, created in or by our studio (including during 
officially sanctioned, or directed, off-site exhibitions and events, as well as any and all 
official HERO HAIR business) featuring your likeness (visual and audio) . 

All HERO HAIR team members and/or apprentices should be prepared to be, either, directly or 
indirectly filmed/documented, via photo-imagery, by our studio, at all times while in our presence 
for the reasons of showcasing of our work ( known as the wig, the custom wig, the custom 
cosplay wig, the custom facial hair application(s), the custom hairpiece application(s), the 
custom piece, the work and/or THE PRODUCT PRODUCTION-TITLE), and your involvement, 
as valued associates of our studio, and includes, but is not limited to, any and all creations, 
activities or other official duties which involve the apprentice/team member, as well as general and 
specific instances of your likeness around them for the HERO HAIR brand.









